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1. Testing Information1. Testing Information

1.1 product information( Product information )1.1 product information( Product information )1.1 product information( Product information )1.1 product information( Product information )

product type Audio and video Product number UTC-DOCK03 

Project Engineer Lai Sheng phase The number of prototype 1 pcs 

Test Engineer Xu from east testing time 2017-6-29 

product description

enter: USB-C Male x1 enter: USB-C Male x1 

Output: HDMI Female x1 stand by 4K / 30Hz Mini DP Output: HDMI Female x1 stand by 4K / 30Hz Mini DP Output: HDMI Female x1 stand by 4K / 30Hz Mini DP Output: HDMI Female x1 stand by 4K / 30Hz Mini DP 

Female x1 stand by 4K / 30Hz VGA Female x1 stand by 1080P Female x1 stand by 4K / 30Hz VGA Female x1 stand by 1080P Female x1 stand by 4K / 30Hz VGA Female x1 stand by 1080P Female x1 stand by 4K / 30Hz VGA Female x1 stand by 1080P Female x1 stand by 4K / 30Hz VGA Female x1 stand by 1080P 

USB-C Female x1 for chargingUSB-C Female x1 for charging

USB 3.0 Female x3 RJ45 X1 Stereo x1 SD card 

slot x1 / Micro SD card slot x1slot x1 / Micro SD card slot x1

product picture:
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1.2 Test Equipment( Test Equipment )1.2 Test Equipment( Test Equipment )1.2 Test Equipment( Test Equipment )1.2 Test Equipment( Test Equipment )

2. Test background2. Test background

Computer software version updates verification test 

Test Computer 

Computer Name system Computer Name system

Macbookpro ( 2016 year)Macbookpro ( 2016 year)Macbookpro ( 2016 year)Macbookpro ( 2016 year) MAC10.12.5 Macbook ( 2015 year)Macbook ( 2015 year)Macbook ( 2015 year)Macbook ( 2015 year) MAC10.12.5 

Macbookpro (15-inch) MAC10.12.5 Macbookpro (13-inch) MAC10.12.5 

TV / monitor / PJ 

Equipment brand model Equipment brand model

Samsung  UA48HU5900J TV Sony KD-55x8000B TV 

Skyworth KLV40EX400 TV Sony KD-49X8000D TV 

LG 42LS5600-CB TV Dell  P2715Qt 

Dell  U2410F Acer S277HK 

SAMSUNG U28D590 LG W1947 

Great wall V1911s Acer G226HQL 

Apple monitor Chinema-HD Acer  S1370WHnPJ 

BenQ PJ CB-X18PJ SONY  XGA VPL-DX147 PJ 

Apple IMac 27 "  
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3. Test Results3. Test Results

3.1 Test Results Summary3.1 Test Results Summary

No. testNo. test

category

Test Project test

result

Equipment

Note

1 

HD 

MI

Compatibility 

Test

Macbookpro15 'compatible with the TV test PASS

2 Macbookpro15 'is compatible with the display test PASS

3 Macbookpro15 'compatible with the projector test PASS

4 Macbookpro13 'compatible with the TV test PASS

5 Macbookpro13 'is compatible with the display test PASS

6 Macbookpro13 'compatible with the projector test PASS

7 Macbook2016 compatible with the TV test PASS

8 Macbook2016 and display compatibility testing PASS

9 Macbook2016 compatible with the projector test PASS

10 Macbook2015 compatible with the TV test PASS

11 Macbook2015 and display compatibility testing PASS

12 Macbook2015 compatible with the projector test PASS

13 

VG A Compatibility VG A Compatibility 

Test

Macbookpro15 'is compatible with the display test PASS

14 Macbookpro15 'compatible with the projector test PASS

15 Macbookpro13 'is compatible with the display test PASS

16 Macbookpro13 'compatible with the projector test PASS

17 Macbook2016 and display compatibility testing PASS

18 Macbook2016 compatible with the projector test PASS

19 Macbook2015 and display compatibility testing PASS

20 Macbook2015 compatible with the projector test PASS

21 Mini

DP

Compatibility 

Test

Macbookpro15 'is compatible with the display test PASS

twenty two Macbookpro13 'is compatible with the display test PASS

twenty three Macbook2016 and display compatibility testing PASS

twenty four Macbook2015 and display compatibility testing PASS 
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4. Test Project ( Test Case) 4. Test Project ( Test Case) 4. Test Project ( Test Case) 

4.1 HDMI Resolution Compatibility Test ( Compatibility test) 4.1 HDMI Resolution Compatibility Test ( Compatibility test) 4.1 HDMI Resolution Compatibility Test ( Compatibility test) 

4.1.1. Macbookpro15 'compatibility with the TV test  

Test Title Macbookpro15 'compatibility with the TV test Test Title Macbookpro15 'compatibility with the TV test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. Test wire HDMI 5m 28AWG; 

2.Macbookpro15 'IOS normal computer; 

3. Samsung TV, SONY TV, Skyworth TV, Konka TV normal; 

Test Procedure

1. The product access Macbookpro15 'Samsung TV conjunction connection; 1. The product access Macbookpro15 'Samsung TV conjunction connection; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4. After the test is completed with Samsung TV, and then the products were access SONY TV, TV Skyworth, Konka TV 4. After the test is completed with Samsung TV, and then the products were access SONY TV, TV Skyworth, Konka TV 

5. On each TV will need to switch all resolutions and need to play the movie in every resolution, carefully view5. On each TV will need to switch all resolutions and need to play the movie in every resolution, carefully view

Charles playback video; 

Expected output Product Macbookpro15 'system, with the use of various television EDID read correctly, and to distinguish eachExpected output Product Macbookpro15 'system, with the use of various television EDID read correctly, and to distinguish each

Under normal audio and video output; 

Test Results PASS: Product Macbookpro15 'system, with the use of various television EDID read correctly, and at eachTest Results PASS: Product Macbookpro15 'system, with the use of various television EDID read correctly, and at eachTest Results PASS: Product Macbookpro15 'system, with the use of various television EDID read correctly, and at each

Audio and video output at a normal resolution

Remark

javascript:void(0);
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Compatibility List:

TV 

Samsung 

UA48HU5900J  

LG  

42LS5600-CB  

Skyworth 

KLV40EX400 

Sony  

KD-55x8000B  

Sony  

KD-49X8000D  

Cable HDMI cable length 3m for 28awg 

Resolution

3840 * 2160 / 30HZ OK not support OK OK OK 

1080p 
OK OK OK OK OK

1080I 
OK OK OK OK OK

720p 
OK OK OK OK OK

Does not support, said: display device does not support this resolution

4.1.2 Macbookpro15 'compatibility with the display test 

Test Title Macbookpro15 'compatibility with the display test Test Title Macbookpro15 'compatibility with the display test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. Test wire HDMI 5m 28AWG; 

2. Macbookpro15 'normal computer; 

3. Samsung monitors, displays the Dell, Acer display is normal; 

Test Procedure 

1. The product access Macbookpro15 'Samsung monitor conjunction with the connection; 1. The product access Macbookpro15 'Samsung monitor conjunction with the connection; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4. After the test is completed with a display and Samsung, access Dell products were then displays, display Acer 4. After the test is completed with a display and Samsung, access Dell products were then displays, display Acer 

5. On each monitor EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion5. On each monitor EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion

Put video, check carefully view playback video; 

Expected output Product Macbookpro15 'system, with the use of a variety of displays, the EDID read correctly, and at eachExpected output Product Macbookpro15 'system, with the use of a variety of displays, the EDID read correctly, and at each

Under normal resolution audio and video output;  

Test Results PAS S: product Macbookpro15 'system, with the use of a variety of displays, the EDID read correctly, andTest Results PAS S: product Macbookpro15 'system, with the use of a variety of displays, the EDID read correctly, andTest Results PAS S: product Macbookpro15 'system, with the use of a variety of displays, the EDID read correctly, and
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Audio and video output at each resolution Normal

Remark

Compatibility List:

Monitor 

SAMSUNG 

U28D590 

Dell 

P2715Qt 

ASUS 

(PA328Q) 

Acer 

S277HK 

Cable Output 3m 28awg 

Resolution

3840 * 2160 / 30HZ OK OK OK OK 

1920 * 1080 
OK OK OK OK

1280 * 720 
OK OK OK OK

Does not support, said: display device does not support this resolution

4.1.3 Macbookpro15 'projector Compatibility Test 

Test Title Macbookpro15 'projector Compatibility Test Test Title Macbookpro15 'projector Compatibility Test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. The various test wire HDMI 5m 28AWG; 

2. Macbookpro15 'normal computer; 

3. BenQ projector, SONY projector, the projector normally Acer; 

Test Procedure

1. The product access Macbookpro15 'BenQ conjunction with the projector connected; 1. The product access Macbookpro15 'BenQ conjunction with the projector connected; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4. After the test is complete with the projector BenQ, access products were then SONY projector, the projector Acer 4. After the test is complete with the projector BenQ, access products were then SONY projector, the projector Acer 

5. Each projector in EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion5. Each projector in EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion

Put video, check carefully view playback video; 

Expected output Product Macbookpro15 'system, with a variety of use of the projector, the EDID read correctly, and at eachExpected output Product Macbookpro15 'system, with a variety of use of the projector, the EDID read correctly, and at each

Under normal resolution audio and video output;  

Test Results PA SS: product Macbookpro15 'system, with a variety of use of the projector, the EDID read correctly, andTest Results PA SS: product Macbookpro15 'system, with a variety of use of the projector, the EDID read correctly, andTest Results PA SS: product Macbookpro15 'system, with a variety of use of the projector, the EDID read correctly, and

Audio and video output at each resolution Normal
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Remark

Compatibility List:

projector BenQ CB-X18PJ SONY XGA VPL-DX147 PJ Acer S1370WHnPJ 

Cable Output 5m 28awg 

Resolution 

1080P 
OK OK OK 

1080i OK OK OK 

720P OK OK OK 

1. expressed not supported: display device does not support the resolution; 2 projector maximum support 1080P resolution.

4.1.4 Macbookpro13 'compatibility with the TV test 

Test Title Macbookpro13 'compatibility with the TV test Test Title Macbookpro13 'compatibility with the TV test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. Test wire HDMI 5m 28AWG; 

2. Macbookpro13'IOS normal computer; 

3. Samsung TV, SONY TV, Skyworth TV, Konka TV normal; 

Test Procedure

1. The product access Macbookpro13 'Samsung TV conjunction connection; 1. The product access Macbookpro13 'Samsung TV conjunction connection; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4. After the test is completed with Samsung TV, and then the products were access SONY TV, TV Skyworth, Konka TV 4. After the test is completed with Samsung TV, and then the products were access SONY TV, TV Skyworth, Konka TV 

5. On each TV requires switching all EDID view and resolution are required at each resolution play Movies5. On each TV requires switching all EDID view and resolution are required at each resolution play Movies

Piece, carefully check the view playback video; 

Expected output Product Macbookpro13 'system, with a variety of television used, the EDID read correctly, and in each partitionExpected output Product Macbookpro13 'system, with a variety of television used, the EDID read correctly, and in each partition
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Under normal resolution audio and video output;  

Test Results P ASS: product Macbookpro13 'system, with the use of various television EDID read correctly, and at eachTest Results P ASS: product Macbookpro13 'system, with the use of various television EDID read correctly, and at eachTest Results P ASS: product Macbookpro13 'system, with the use of various television EDID read correctly, and at each

Audio and video output at a normal resolution

Remark

Compatibility List:

TV 

Samsung 

UA48HU5900J  

LG  

42LS5600-CB  

Skyworth 

KLV40EX400 

Sony  

KD-55x8000B  

Sony  

KD-49X8000D  

Cable HDMI cable length 3m for 28awg 

Resolution

3840 * 2160 / 30Hz OK OK OK OK OK

1920 * 1080 OK OK OK OK OK 

1280 * 720 OK OK OK OK OK 

Does not support, said: display device does not support this resolution
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4.1.5. Macbookpro13 'compatibility with the display test 

Test Title Macbookpro13 'compatibility with the display test Test Title Macbookpro13 'compatibility with the display test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. Test wire HDMI 5m 28AWG; 

2. Macbookpro13'IOS normal computer; 

3. Samsung monitors, displays the Dell, Acer display is normal; 

Test Procedure

1. The product access Macbookpro13 'Samsung monitor conjunction with the connection; 1. The product access Macbookpro13 'Samsung monitor conjunction with the connection; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4. After the test is completed with a display and Samsung, access Dell products were then displays, display Acer 4. After the test is completed with a display and Samsung, access Dell products were then displays, display Acer 

5. On each monitor EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion5. On each monitor EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion

Put video, check carefully view playback video; 

Expected output Product Macbookpro13 'system, with the use of a variety of displays, the EDID read correctly, and at eachExpected output Product Macbookpro13 'system, with the use of a variety of displays, the EDID read correctly, and at each

Under normal resolution audio and video output;  

Test Results PASS: Product Macbookpro13 'system, with the use of various television EDID read correctly, and at eachTest Results PASS: Product Macbookpro13 'system, with the use of various television EDID read correctly, and at eachTest Results PASS: Product Macbookpro13 'system, with the use of various television EDID read correctly, and at each

Audio and video output at a normal resolution

Compatibility List:

Monitor 

SAMSUNG 

U28D590 

Dell   

P2715Qt 

ASUS 

(PA328Q) 

Acer 

S277HK 

Cable Output 5m 28awg 

Resolution

3840 * 2160 / 30Hz OK OK OK OK 

1920 * 1080 OK OK OK OK 

1280 * 720 OK OK OK OK 

Does not support, said: display device does not support this resolution

4.1.6 Macbookpro13 'projector Compatibility Test 

Test Title Macbookpro13 'projector Compatibility Test Test Title Macbookpro13 'projector Compatibility Test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. The various test wire HDMI 5m 28AWG; 

2. Macbookpro13 'IOS normal computer; 

3. BenQ projector, SONY projector, the projector normally Acer; 

Test Procedure

1. The product access Macbookpro13 'BenQ conjunction with the projector connected; 1. The product access Macbookpro13 'BenQ conjunction with the projector connected; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the
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frequency; 

4. After the test is complete with the projector BenQ, access products were then SONY projector, the projector Acer 4. After the test is complete with the projector BenQ, access products were then SONY projector, the projector Acer 

5. Each projector in EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion5. Each projector in EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion

Put video, check carefully view playback video; 

Expected output Product Macbookpro13 'system, with a variety of use of the projector, the EDID read correctly, and at eachExpected output Product Macbookpro13 'system, with a variety of use of the projector, the EDID read correctly, and at each

Under normal resolution audio and video output;  

Test Results PASS: Product Macbookpro13 'system, with a variety of use of the projector, the EDID read correctly, andTest Results PASS: Product Macbookpro13 'system, with a variety of use of the projector, the EDID read correctly, andTest Results PASS: Product Macbookpro13 'system, with a variety of use of the projector, the EDID read correctly, and

Audio and video output at each resolution Normal

Remark

Compatibility List:

projector BenQ CB-X18PJ SONY XGA VPL-DX147 PJ Acer S1370WHnPJ 

Cable Output 5m 28awg

Resolution

1080P 
OK OK OK 

1080i OK OK OK 

720P OK OK OK 

1. expressed not supported: display device does not support the resolution; 2 projector maximum support 1080P resolution.

4.1.7 Macbook2016 and TV Compatibility Test 

Test Title Macbook2016 and TV Compatibility Test Test Title Macbook2016 and TV Compatibility Test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. Test wire HDMI 5m 28AWG; 

2. Macbook2016 normal computer; 

3. Samsung TV, SONY TV, Skyworth TV, Konka TV normal; 

Test Procedure

1. The access products used in conjunction Macbook2016 Samsung TV connection; 1. The access products used in conjunction Macbook2016 Samsung TV connection; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the
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frequency; 

1. After the test is completed with Samsung TV, and then the products were access SONY TV, TV Skyworth, Konka TV 1. After the test is completed with Samsung TV, and then the products were access SONY TV, TV Skyworth, Konka TV 

2. On each TV requires switching all EDID view and resolution are required at each resolution play Movies2. On each TV requires switching all EDID view and resolution are required at each resolution play Movies

Piece, carefully check the view playback video; 

Expected output Product Macbook2016 system, with a variety of television used, the EDID read correctly, and at each of the resolutionExpected output Product Macbook2016 system, with a variety of television used, the EDID read correctly, and at each of the resolution

Normal audio and video output;  

Test Results PASS: product Macbook2016 system, with a variety of television use EDID read correctly, and in eachTest Results PASS: product Macbook2016 system, with a variety of television use EDID read correctly, and in each

Under normal audio and video output resolution

Remark

Compatibility List:

TV 

Samsung 

UA48HU5900J  

LG  

42LS5600-CB  

Skyworth 

KLV40EX400 

Sony  

KD-55x8000B  

Sony  

KD-49X8000D  

Cable HDMI cable length 3m for 28awg 

Resolution

3840 * 2160 / 30Hz OK OK OK OK OK

1920 * 1080 OK OK OK OK OK 

1280 * 720 OK OK OK OK OK 

Does not support, said: display device does not support this resolution
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4.1.8 Macbook2016 the display Compatibility Test 

Test Title Macbook2016 the display Compatibility Test Test Title Macbook2016 the display Compatibility Test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. Test wire HDMI 5m 28AWG; 

2. Macbook2016 normal computer; 

3. Samsung monitors, displays the Dell, Acer display is normal; 

Test Procedure

1. The access products used in conjunction Macbook2016 Samsung monitor connector; 1. The access products used in conjunction Macbook2016 Samsung monitor connector; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

1. After the test is completed with a display and Samsung, access Dell products were then displays, display Acer 1. After the test is completed with a display and Samsung, access Dell products were then displays, display Acer 

2. On each monitor EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion2. On each monitor EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion

Put video, check carefully view playback video; 

Expected output Product Macbook2016 system used with a variety of displays, the EDID read correctly, and to distinguish eachExpected output Product Macbook2016 system used with a variety of displays, the EDID read correctly, and to distinguish each

Under normal audio and video output;  

Test Results PASS: Product Macbook2016 system, with a variety of television use EDID read correctly, and in eachTest Results PASS: Product Macbook2016 system, with a variety of television use EDID read correctly, and in eachTest Results PASS: Product Macbook2016 system, with a variety of television use EDID read correctly, and in each

Under normal audio and video output resolution

Remark

Compatibility List:

Monitor 

SAMSUNG 

U28D590 

Dell   

P2715Qt 

ASUS 

(PA328Q) 

Acer 

S277HK 

Cable Output 5m 28awg 

Resolution

3840 * 2160 / 30Hz OK OK OK OK 

1920 * 1080 OK OK OK OK 
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1280 * 720 
OK OK OK OK 

Does not support, said: display device does not support this resolution

4.1.9 Macbook2016 projector Compatibility Test 

Test Title Macbook2016 projector Compatibility Test Test Title Macbook2016 projector Compatibility Test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. The various test wire HDMI 5m 28AWG; 

2. Macbook2016 normal computer; 

3. BenQ projector, SONY projector, the projector normally Acer; 

Test Procedure

1. The product access Macbook2016 BenQ conjunction with the projector connected; 1. The product access Macbook2016 BenQ conjunction with the projector connected; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4. After the test is complete with the projector BenQ, access products were then SONY projector, the projector Acer 4. After the test is complete with the projector BenQ, access products were then SONY projector, the projector Acer 

5. Each projector in EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion5. Each projector in EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion

Put video, check carefully view playback video; 

Expected output Product Macbook2016 system used with a variety of projectors, the EDID read correctly, and to distinguish eachExpected output Product Macbook2016 system used with a variety of projectors, the EDID read correctly, and to distinguish each

Under normal audio and video output;  

Test Results PASS: Product Macbook2016 system used with a variety of projectors, the EDID read correctly, and at eachTest Results PASS: Product Macbook2016 system used with a variety of projectors, the EDID read correctly, and at eachTest Results PASS: Product Macbook2016 system used with a variety of projectors, the EDID read correctly, and at each

Audio and video output at a normal resolution

Remark

Compatibility List:

projector 

BenQ  

CB-X18PJ 

SONY  

XGA VPL-DX147 PJ 

Acer  

S1370WHnPJ 

Cable Output 5m 28awg

Resolution

1080P 
OK OK OK 

1080i OK OK OK 

720P OK OK OK 

1. expressed not supported: display device does not support the resolution; 2 projector maximum support 1080P resolution.

4.1.10 Macbook2015 and TV Compatibility Test 4.1.10 Macbook2015 and TV Compatibility Test 

Test Title Macbook2015 and TV Compatibility Test Test Title Macbook2015 and TV Compatibility Test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions 1. Test wire HDMI 5m 28AWG; Preconditions 1. Test wire HDMI 5m 28AWG; 

2. Macbook2015 normal computer; 
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3. Samsung TV, SONY TV, Skyworth TV, Konka TV normal; 

Test Procedure

1. The access products used in conjunction Macbook2015 Samsung TV connection; 1. The access products used in conjunction Macbook2015 Samsung TV connection; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video during video playback carefully check concept; 3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video during video playback carefully check concept; 

3. After the test is completed with Samsung TV, and then the products were access SONY TV, TV Skyworth, Konka TV 3. After the test is completed with Samsung TV, and then the products were access SONY TV, TV Skyworth, Konka TV 

4. On each TV will need to see and EDID resolution and switch all need to play the movie in every resolution,4. On each TV will need to see and EDID resolution and switch all need to play the movie in every resolution,

Carefully check the view during video playback; 

Expected output Product Macbook2015 system, with a variety of television used, the EDID read correctly, and the output at each resolutionExpected output Product Macbook2015 system, with a variety of television used, the EDID read correctly, and the output at each resolution

The normal audio and video;  

Test Results

Pass

Product uses Macbook2015 system, with a variety of television used, the EDID read correctly, and at each of the lower resolution video output normal 

sound; 

Remark

Compatibility List:

TV 

Samsung 

UA48HU5900J  

LG  

42LS5600-CB  

Skyworth 

KLV40EX400 

Sony  

KD-55x8000B  

Sony  

KD-49X8000D  

Cable HDMI cable length 3m for 28awg 

Resolution

4096 * 2160 / 30HZ OK OK OK OK OK 

3840 * 2160 / 30Hz OK OK OK OK OK 

1920 * 1080 OK OK OK OK OK 

1280 * 720 OK OK OK OK OK 

Does not support, said: display device does not support this resolution

4.1.11 Macbook2015 the display Compatibility Test 4.1.11 Macbook2015 the display Compatibility Test 

Test Title Macbook2015 the display Compatibility Test Test Title Macbook2015 the display Compatibility Test 
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Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. Test wire HDMI 5m 28AWG; 

2. Macbook2015 normal computer; 

3. Samsung monitors, displays the Dell, Acer display is normal; 

Test Procedure

1. The access products used in conjunction Macbook2015 Samsung monitor connector; 1. The access products used in conjunction Macbook2015 Samsung monitor connector; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

3. After the test is completed with a display and Samsung, access Dell products were then displays, display Acer 3. After the test is completed with a display and Samsung, access Dell products were then displays, display Acer 

4. On each monitor EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion4. On each monitor EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion

Put video, check carefully view playback video; 

Expected output Product Macbook2015 system used with a variety of displays, the EDID read correctly, and to distinguish eachExpected output Product Macbook2015 system used with a variety of displays, the EDID read correctly, and to distinguish each

Under normal audio and video output;  

Test Results PASS: Product Macbook2015 system, with a variety of television use EDID read correctly, and in eachTest Results PASS: Product Macbook2015 system, with a variety of television use EDID read correctly, and in eachTest Results PASS: Product Macbook2015 system, with a variety of television use EDID read correctly, and in each

Under normal audio and video output resolution

Compatibility List:

Monitor 

SAMSUNG 

U28D590 

Dell   

P2715Qt 

ASUS 

(PA328Q) 

Acer 

S277HK 

Cable Output 5m 28awg 

Resolution

3840 * 2160 / 30Hz OK OK OK OK 

1920 * 1080 OK OK OK OK 

1280 * 720 OK OK OK OK 

Does not support, said: display device does not support this resolution

4.1.12 Macbook2015 projector Compatibility Test 4.1.12 Macbook2015 projector Compatibility Test 

Test Title Macbook2015 projector Compatibility Test Test Title Macbook2015 projector Compatibility Test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. The various test wire HDMI 5m 28AWG; 

2. Macbook2015 normal computer; 

3. BenQ projector, SONY projector, the projector normally Acer; 

Test Procedure

1. Macbook2015 product access and use the connection with the projector BenQ; 1. Macbook2015 product access and use the connection with the projector BenQ; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4. After the test is complete with the projector BenQ, access products were then SONY projector, the projector Acer 4. After the test is complete with the projector BenQ, access products were then SONY projector, the projector Acer 

5. Each projector in EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion5. Each projector in EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion

Put video, check carefully view playback video; 
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Expected output Product Macbook2015 system used with a variety of projectors, the EDID read correctly, and to distinguish eachExpected output Product Macbook2015 system used with a variety of projectors, the EDID read correctly, and to distinguish each

Under normal audio and video output;  

Test Results PASS: Product Macbook12015 system used with a variety of projectors, the EDID read correctly, and inTest Results PASS: Product Macbook12015 system used with a variety of projectors, the EDID read correctly, and inTest Results PASS: Product Macbook12015 system used with a variety of projectors, the EDID read correctly, and in

At each resolution video output normal sound

Remark

Compatibility List:

projector 

BenQ  

CB-X18PJ 

SONY  

XGA VPL-DX147 PJ 

Acer  

S1370WHnPJ 

Cable Output 5m 28awg

Resolution

1080P 
OK OK OK 

1080i OK OK OK 

720P OK OK OK 

1. expressed not supported: display device does not support the resolution; 2 projector maximum support 1080P resolution.

4.2 VGA Resolution Compatibility Test ( Compatibility test) 4.2 VGA Resolution Compatibility Test ( Compatibility test) 4.2 VGA Resolution Compatibility Test ( Compatibility test) 4.2 VGA Resolution Compatibility Test ( Compatibility test) 

4.2.1. Macbook 2016 and the display device Compatibility Test 4.2.1. Macbook 2016 and the display device Compatibility Test 

Test Title Macbook2016 display device Compatibility Test Test Title Macbook2016 display device Compatibility Test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. The various test wire HDMI 3m 28AWG; DP / MINIDP wire 3m; VGA / DVI cable 1-2m; 

2.Macbook2016 normal computer; 

3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 

Test Procedure 1. The product and access Macbook2016 Skyworth Connection with the use of TV; Test Procedure 1. The product and access Macbook2016 Skyworth Connection with the use of TV; Test Procedure 1. The product and access Macbook2016 Skyworth Connection with the use of TV; Test Procedure 1. The product and access Macbook2016 Skyworth Connection with the use of TV; Test Procedure 1. The product and access Macbook2016 Skyworth Connection with the use of TV; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

javascript:void(0);
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3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 

6. In each of all the display resolution required to switch on the device and needs to play the video, at each resolution Tsai6. In each of all the display resolution required to switch on the device and needs to play the video, at each resolution Tsai

Meso check playback video 

Expected output Product Macbook2016 system used with a variety of display devices, the EDID read correctly, and in each partitionExpected output Product Macbook2016 system used with a variety of display devices, the EDID read correctly, and in each partition

Under normal resolution audio and video output; 

Test Results

PASS 

Product Macbook2016 system used with a variety of display devices, the EDID read correctly, and at each of the normal audio and video output 

resolution;

Remark

Compatibility List:

TV 

LG 

42LS5600-CB 

Dell 

U2410F 

Acer 

G226HQL 

Great wall 

V1911s 

Skyworth 

50E780U 

Cable VGA 3m 24AWG wire test 

Resolution 

1920 * 1080 OK OK OK not support OK 

1650 * 1050 
not support OK not support not support not support 

1440 * 900 OK not support OK OK OK 

1280 1024 * 
not support OK not support not support not support 

1280 * 800 OK OK OK OK OK 

1152 * 864 
not support not support not support not support OK 

1024 * 640 OK not support OK OK not support 
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Does not support, said: display device does not support this resolution 

4.2.2 Macbook2016 projector Compatibility Test 

Test Title Macbook2016 projector Compatibility Test Test Title Macbook2016 projector Compatibility Test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. The various test wire HDMI 10m 24AWG; DP / MINIDP wire 3m; VGA / DVI cable 1-2m; 

2.Macbook2016 normal computer; 

3. BenQ projector, SONY projector normal; 

Test Procedure

1. The product access Macbook2016 BenQ conjunction with the projector connected; 1. The product access Macbook2016 BenQ conjunction with the projector connected; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4. After the test is complete with the projector BenQ, access products were then SONY projector 4. After the test is complete with the projector BenQ, access products were then SONY projector 

5. Each projector in EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion5. Each projector in EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion

Put video, check carefully view playback video; 

Expected output Product Macbook2016 system used with a variety of projectors, the EDID read correctly, and to distinguish eachExpected output Product Macbook2016 system used with a variety of projectors, the EDID read correctly, and to distinguish each

Under normal audio and video output;  

Test Results

PASS 

Product Macbook2016 system used with a variety of projectors, the EDID read correctly, and at each of the lower resolution video output normal 

sound;
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Remark

Compatibility List:

projector 

BenQ 

CB-X18PJ 

Acer 

S1370WHnPJ 

SONY  

XGA VPL-DX147 PJ 

1600 * 900 OK OK not support 

1280 * 800 
not support not support not support 

1024 * 768 
not support not support OK 

1024 * 640 OK OK not support 

1080p OK OK OK 

1080i OK OK OK 

720p OK OK OK 

4.2.2 Macbook 2015 and the display device Compatibility Test 4.2.2 Macbook 2015 and the display device Compatibility Test 

Test Title Macbook2015 display device Compatibility Test Test Title Macbook2015 display device Compatibility Test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. The various test wire HDMI 3m 28AWG; DP / MINIDP wire 3m; VGA / DVI cable 1-2m; 

2.Macbook2015 normal computer; 

3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 

Test Procedure

1. The product and access Macbook2015 Skyworth Connection with the use of TV; 1. The product and access Macbook2015 Skyworth Connection with the use of TV; 1. The product and access Macbook2015 Skyworth Connection with the use of TV; 1. The product and access Macbook2015 Skyworth Connection with the use of TV; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 

5. In each of all the display resolution required to switch on the device and needs to play the video, at each resolution Tsai5. In each of all the display resolution required to switch on the device and needs to play the video, at each resolution Tsai
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Meso check playback video 

Expected output Product Macbook 2015 system, with the use of various display devices, the EDID read correctly, and at eachExpected output Product Macbook 2015 system, with the use of various display devices, the EDID read correctly, and at each

Under normal resolution audio and video output; 

Test Results

PASS 

Product Macbook2015 system used with a variety of display devices, the EDID read correctly, and at each of the normal audio and video output 

resolution;

Remark

Compatibility List:

TV 

LG 

42LS5600-CB 

Dell 

U2410F 

Acer 

G226HQL 

Great wall 

V1911s 

Skyworth 

50E780U 

Cable VGA 3m 24AWG wire test 

Resolution 

1920 * 1080 OK OK OK not support not support 

1600 * 900 OK not support OK not support not support 

1440 * 900 
not support OK not support not support not support 

1280 1024 * 
not support not support not support OK OK 

1280 * 720 OK OK OK not support not support 

1024 * 768 
not support not support not support OK OK 

Does not support, said: display device does not support this resolution 

4.2.4 Macbook2015 projector Compatibility Test 4.2.4 Macbook2015 projector Compatibility Test 

Test Title Macbook2015 projector Compatibility Test Test Title Macbook2015 projector Compatibility Test 
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Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. The various test wire HDMI 10m 24AWG; DP / MINIDP wire 3m; VGA / DVI cable 1-2m; 

2.Macbook2015 normal computer; 

3. BenQ projector, SONY projector normal; 

Test Procedure

1. Macbook2015 product access and use the connection with the projector BenQ; 1. Macbook2015 product access and use the connection with the projector BenQ; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4. After the test is complete with the projector BenQ, access products were then SONY projector 4. After the test is complete with the projector BenQ, access products were then SONY projector 

5. Each projector in EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion5. Each projector in EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion

Put video, check carefully view playback video; 

Expected output Product Macbook2015 system used with a variety of projectors, the EDID read correctly, and to distinguish eachExpected output Product Macbook2015 system used with a variety of projectors, the EDID read correctly, and to distinguish each

Under normal audio and video output;  

Test Results

PASS 

Product Macbook2015 system used with a variety of projectors, the EDID read correctly, and at each of the lower resolution video output normal 

sound;

Remark

Compatibility List:

projector 

BenQ 

CB-X18PJ 

Acer 

S1370WHnPJ 

SONY  

XGA VPL-DX147 PJ 

1600 * 900 OK OK not support 

1280 * 800 
not support not support not support 

1024 * 768 
not support not support OK 

1024 * 640 OK OK not support 

1080p OK OK OK 

1080i OK OK OK 

720p OK OK OK 
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4.2.5 Macbookpro15 'with the display device Compatibility Test 4.2.5 Macbookpro15 'with the display device Compatibility Test 

Test Title Macbookpro15 'with the display device Compatibility Test Test Title Macbookpro15 'with the display device Compatibility Test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. The various test wire HDMI 3m 28AWG; DP / MINIDP wire 3m; VGA / DVI cable 1-2m; 

2.Macbookpro15 'normal computer; 

3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 

Test Procedure

1. The product access Macbookpro15 'and Skyworth Connection with the use of TV; 1. The product access Macbookpro15 'and Skyworth Connection with the use of TV; 1. The product access Macbookpro15 'and Skyworth Connection with the use of TV; 1. The product access Macbookpro15 'and Skyworth Connection with the use of TV; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 

5. In each of all the display resolution required to switch on the device and needs to play the video, at each resolution Tsai5. In each of all the display resolution required to switch on the device and needs to play the video, at each resolution Tsai

Meso check playback video 

Expected output Product Macbookpro15 'system, with the use of various display devices, the EDID read correctly, and at eachExpected output Product Macbookpro15 'system, with the use of various display devices, the EDID read correctly, and at each

Audio and video output at a normal resolution; 

Test Results

PASS 

Product Macbookpro15 'system, with the use of various display devices, the EDID read correctly, and at each of the lower resolution video output 

normal sound;

Remark

Compatibility List:

TV 

LG 

42LS5600-CB 

Dell 

U2410F 

Acer 

G226HQL 

Great wall 

V1911s 

Skyworth 

50E780U 

Cable VGA 3m 24AWG wire test 

Resolution 

1920 * 1080 OK OK OK not support OK 

1650 * 1050 
not support OK not support not support not support 

1440 * 900 OK not support OK OK OK 

1280 1024 * 
not support OK not support not support not support 

1280 * 800 OK OK OK OK OK 

1152 * 864 
not support not support not support not support OK 

1024 * 640 OK not support OK OK not support 
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Does not support, said: display device does not support this resolution 

4.2.6 Macbookpro15 'projector Compatibility Test 4.2.6 Macbookpro15 'projector Compatibility Test 

Test Title Macbookpro15 'projector Compatibility Test Test Title Macbookpro15 'projector Compatibility Test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. The various test wire HDMI 10m 24AWG; DP / MINIDP wire 3m; VGA / DVI cable 1-2m; 

2.Macbookpro15 'normal computer; 

3. BenQ projector, SONY projector normal; 

Test Procedure

1. The product access Macbookpro15 'BenQ conjunction with the projector connected; 1. The product access Macbookpro15 'BenQ conjunction with the projector connected; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4. After the test is complete with the projector BenQ, access products were then SONY projector 4. After the test is complete with the projector BenQ, access products were then SONY projector 

5. Each projector in EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion5. Each projector in EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion

Put video, check carefully view playback video; 

Expected output Product Macbookpro15 'system, with a variety of use of the projector, the EDID read correctly, and at eachExpected output Product Macbookpro15 'system, with a variety of use of the projector, the EDID read correctly, and at each

Under normal resolution audio and video output;  

Test Results

PASS 

Product Macbookpro15 'system, with a variety of use of the projector, the EDID read correctly, and at each of the normal audio and video output 

resolution;

Remark

Compatibility List:
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projector 

BenQ 

CB-X18PJ 

Acer 

S1370WHnPJ

SONY  

XGA VPL-DX147 PJ 

1600 * 900 OK OK not support 

1280 * 800 
not support not support not support 

1024 * 768 
not support not support OK 

1024 * 640 OK OK not support 

1080p OK OK OK 

1080i OK OK OK 

720p OK OK OK 

4.2.7 Macbookpro13 'with the display device Compatibility Test 4.2.7 Macbookpro13 'with the display device Compatibility Test 

Test Title Macbook pro13 'compatibility test with the display device Test Title Macbook pro13 'compatibility test with the display device 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. The various test wire HDMI 3m 28AWG; DP / MINIDP wire 3m; VGA / DVI cable 1-2m; 

2.Macbook pro13 'normal computer; 

3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 3. LG, Skyworth , Dell , Great wall , Acer Normal display apparatus; 

Test Procedure

1. The product access Macbook pro13 'and Skyworth Connection with the use of TV; 1. The product access Macbook pro13 'and Skyworth Connection with the use of TV; 1. The product access Macbook pro13 'and Skyworth Connection with the use of TV; 1. The product access Macbook pro13 'and Skyworth Connection with the use of TV; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 4 and Skyworth TV with the test is completed, then the product respectively connected LG TV, Dell monitor 

5. In each of all the display resolution required to switch on the device and needs to play the video, at each resolution Tsai5. In each of all the display resolution required to switch on the device and needs to play the video, at each resolution Tsai
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Meso check playback video 

Expected output Product Macbookpro 13 'system, with the use of various display devices, the EDID read correctly, and at eachExpected output Product Macbookpro 13 'system, with the use of various display devices, the EDID read correctly, and at each

Audio and video output at a normal resolution; 

Test Results

PASS 

Product Macbookpro13 'system, with the use of various display devices, the EDID read correctly, and at each of the normal audio and video output 

resolution;

Remark

Compatibility List:

TV 

LG 

42LS5600-CB 

Dell 

U2410F 

Acer 

G226HQL 

Great wall 

V1911s 

Skyworth 

50E780U 

Cable VGA 3m 24AWG wire test 

Resolution 

1920 * 1080 OK OK OK not support not support 

1600 * 900 OK not support OK not support not support 

1440 * 900 
not support OK not support not support not support 

1280 1024 * 
not support not support not support OK OK 

1280 * 720 OK OK OK not support not support 

1024 * 768 
not support not support not support OK OK 

Does not support, said: display device does not support this resolution 

4.2.8 Macbookpro13 'projector Compatibility Test 4.2.8 Macbookpro13 'projector Compatibility Test 

Test Title Macbookpro13 'projector Compatibility Test Test Title Macbookpro13 'projector Compatibility Test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 
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Preconditions

1. The various test wire HDMI 10m 24AWG; DP / MINIDP wire 3m; VGA / DVI cable 1-2m; 

2.Macbookpro13 'normal computer; 

3. BenQ projector, SONY projector normal; 

Test Procedure

1. The product access Macbookpro13 'BenQ conjunction with the projector connected; 1. The product access Macbookpro13 'BenQ conjunction with the projector connected; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4. After the test is complete with the projector BenQ, access products were then SONY projector 4. After the test is complete with the projector BenQ, access products were then SONY projector 

5. Each projector in EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion5. Each projector in EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion

Put video, check carefully view playback video; 

Expected output Product Macbookpro13 'system, with a variety of use of the projector, the EDID read correctly, and at eachExpected output Product Macbookpro13 'system, with a variety of use of the projector, the EDID read correctly, and at each

Under normal resolution audio and video output;  

Test Results

PASS 

Product Macbookpro13 'system, with a variety of use of the projector, the EDID read correctly, and at each of the lower resolution video output 

normal sound;

Remark

Compatibility List:

projector 

BenQ 

CB-X18PJ 

Acer 

S1370WHnPJ 

SONY  

XGA VPL-DX147 PJ 

1600 * 900 OK OK not support 

1280 * 800 
not support not support not support 

1024 * 768 
not support not support OK 

1024 * 640 OK OK not support 

1080p OK OK OK 

1080i OK OK OK 

720p OK OK OK 
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4.3 MINIDP Resolution Compatibility Test ( Compatibility test) 4.3 MINIDP Resolution Compatibility Test ( Compatibility test) 4.3 MINIDP Resolution Compatibility Test ( Compatibility test) 4.3 MINIDP Resolution Compatibility Test ( Compatibility test) 

4.4.1 Macbook2015 the display Compatibility Test 4.4.1 Macbook2015 the display Compatibility Test 

Test Title Macbook2015 and TV Compatibility Test Test Title Macbook2015 and TV Compatibility Test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. Test wire MINIDP 2m 28AWG; 

2. Macbook2015 normal computer; 

3. Dell, ACER, LEDcinema display, Imac PC; 

Test Procedure

1. Product DELL conjunction with Macbook2015 access connection; 1. Product DELL conjunction with Macbook2015 access connection; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4. After the test is completed with DELL, then the products were access ACER, LEDcinema display, Imac 4. After the test is completed with DELL, then the products were access ACER, LEDcinema display, Imac 

PC 

5. On each monitor resolution and the need to switch all need to play the movie in every resolution, carefully5. On each monitor resolution and the need to switch all need to play the movie in every resolution, carefully

View video search during playback; 

Expected output Product Macbook2015 system, with the use of various television EDID read correctly, and at each of the resolutionExpected output Product Macbook2015 system, with the use of various television EDID read correctly, and at each of the resolution

Normal audio and video output; 

Test Results FAIL: Product Macbook2015 system, with a variety of television use EDID read correctly, and in eachTest Results FAIL: Product Macbook2015 system, with a variety of television use EDID read correctly, and in eachTest Results FAIL: Product Macbook2015 system, with a variety of television use EDID read correctly, and in each

Under normal audio and video output resolution

Remark

Compatibility List:

Monitor 

dell 

P2715Qt 

Acer 

S277HK 

Imac PC 

Cable Output 2m 28awg 

javascript:void(0);
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Resolution

3840 * 2160 / 30HZ 
not support OK not support

2560 * 1440/60 OK OK OK

1080p 
OK OK OK

720p OK OK OK

Does not support, said: display device does not support this resolution

4.4.2 Macbook 2016 and the display Compatibility Test 4.4.2 Macbook 2016 and the display Compatibility Test 

Test Title Macbook2016 the display Compatibility Test Test Title Macbook2016 the display Compatibility Test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. Test wire MINIDP 2m 28AWG; 

2. Macbook2016 normal computer; 

3. Dell, ACER, LEDcinema display, Imac PC; 

Test Procedure

1. And Dell products Macbook2016 access connection with the use of the display; 1. And Dell products Macbook2016 access connection with the use of the display; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4. After the test is completed with a display and Dell, access Dell products were then displays, display Acer 4. After the test is completed with a display and Dell, access Dell products were then displays, display Acer 

5. On each monitor EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion5. On each monitor EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion

Put video, check carefully view playback video; 

Expected output Product Macbook2016 system used with a variety of displays, the EDID read correctly, and to distinguish eachExpected output Product Macbook2016 system used with a variety of displays, the EDID read correctly, and to distinguish each

Under normal audio and video output;  

Test Results PASS: Product Macbook2016 system, with a variety of television use EDID read correctly, and in eachTest Results PASS: Product Macbook2016 system, with a variety of television use EDID read correctly, and in eachTest Results PASS: Product Macbook2016 system, with a variety of television use EDID read correctly, and in each

Under normal audio and video output resolution

Remark

Compatibility List:
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Monitor 

dell 

P2715Qt 

Acer 

S277HK 

Imac PC 

Cable Output 2m 28awg 

Resolution

3840 * 2160 / 30HZ 
not support OK not support

2560 * 1440/60 OK OK OK

1080p 
OK OK OK

720p OK OK OK

Does not support, said: display device does not support this resolution

4.4.3. Macbookpro15 'compatibility with the display test 4.4.3. Macbookpro15 'compatibility with the display test 

Test Title Macbookpro15 'compatibility with the display test Test Title Macbookpro15 'compatibility with the display test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. Test wire MINIDP 2m 28AWG; 

2. Macbookpro15 'normal computer; 

3. Dell, ACER, LEDcinema display, Imac PC; 

Test Procedure

1. The product access Macbookpro15 'connected with the use of a display with Dell; 1. The product access Macbookpro15 'connected with the use of a display with Dell; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4. After the test is completed with a display and Dell, access Dell products were then displays, display Acer 4. After the test is completed with a display and Dell, access Dell products were then displays, display Acer 

5. On each monitor EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion5. On each monitor EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion

Put video, check carefully view playback video; 

Expected output Product Macbookpro15 'system, with the use of a variety of displays, the EDID read correctly, and at eachExpected output Product Macbookpro15 'system, with the use of a variety of displays, the EDID read correctly, and at each

Under normal resolution audio and video output;  

Test Results PASS: Product Macbookpro15 'system, with the use of various television EDID read correctly, and at eachTest Results PASS: Product Macbookpro15 'system, with the use of various television EDID read correctly, and at eachTest Results PASS: Product Macbookpro15 'system, with the use of various television EDID read correctly, and at each

Audio and video output at a normal resolution

Remark
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Compatibility List:

Monitor 

dell 

P2715Qt 

Acer 

S277HK Imac PC 

Cable Output 2m 28awg 

Resolution

3840 * 2160 / 30HZ 
not support OK not support

2560 * 1440/60 OK OK OK

1080p 
OK OK OK

720p OK OK OK

Does not support, said: display device does not support this resolution

4.4.4 Macbookpro13 'compatibility with the display test 4.4.4 Macbookpro13 'compatibility with the display test 

Test Title Macbookpro13 'compatibility with the display test Test Title Macbookpro13 'compatibility with the display test 

Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility Testing purposes Verify Product Compatibility 

Preconditions

1. Test wire MINIDP 2m 28AWG; 

2. Macbookpro13 'normal computer; 

3. Dell, ACER, LEDcinema display, Imac PC; 

Test Procedure

1. The product access Macbookpro13 'connected with the use of a display with Dell; 1. The product access Macbookpro13 'connected with the use of a display with Dell; 

2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 2. See signal source to the display device EDID read correctly; 

3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the3. Set the resolution in the computer at each resolution needs to play the video, carefully check the view during playback, as the

frequency; 

4. After the test is completed with a display and Dell, access Dell products were then displays, display Acer 4. After the test is completed with a display and Dell, access Dell products were then displays, display Acer 

5. On each monitor EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion5. On each monitor EDID need to see all the switching and resolution are required at each resolution companion

Put video, check carefully view playback video; 

Expected output Product Macbookpro13 'system, with the use of a variety of displays, the EDID read correctly, and at eachExpected output Product Macbookpro13 'system, with the use of a variety of displays, the EDID read correctly, and at each

Under normal resolution audio and video output;  

Test Results

PASS: 

Product Macbookpro13 'system, with the use of a variety of displays, the EDID read correctly, and at each of the lower resolution video output normal 

sound;
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Remark

Compatibility List:

Monitor 

dell 

P2715Qt 

Acer 

S277HK 

Imac PC 

Cable Output 2m 28awg 

Resolution

3840 * 2160 / 30HZ 
not support OK not support

2560 * 1440/60 OK OK OK

1080p 
OK OK OK

720p OK OK OK

Does not support, said: display device does not support this resolution


